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We present stimulation results for DWDM systems with an ultra-high capacity up to
1.28 Tbit/s and spectral ef ciency approaching 0.4 bit/s/Hz. The impact of signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) on parameters such as channel spacing, length of  ber, dispersion,
and number of channels has been investigated and the results obtained have been
explained on the basis of  ber nonlinear effects. It has been shown that with an
increase in channel spacing, the SNR increases to the maximum optimum value and
then decreases to a steady value. With an increase in number of channels, the SNR
decreases for small wavelength spacing. For large wavelength spacing, it becomes
independent of the number of channels. Keeping channel spacing constant, the SNR
decreases with an increase in the length of the  ber. The SNR also improves with a
small increase in dispersion of the  ber. Further, it is observed that, with increase in
length over dispersion-shifted  ber, the received power decreases and the bit error
rate increases.
Keywords signal-to-noise ratio, channel spacing, dense wavelength division multiplexing, dispersion,  ber nonlinearities, bit error rate

The major challenges of today’s telecommunications networks are to provide more and
cheaper bandwidth and integrated services using different technologies over the same
physical infrastructure. The Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexed system (DWDM)
emerges as an optical technology that promises to meet these challenges. Transmission
systems based on optical  ber (DWDM) technology have indeed revolutionized the  eld
of communication. This is because the usable transmission bandwidth on the optical
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 ber is so enormous that it is capable of transmitting multichannels over long distances.
The revolutionary growth in Internet traf c is forcing network operators to deploy ever
higher transmission capacities in their terrestrial  ber backbone networks. It is anticipated
that in the near future, it will be necessary to offer multiterabit capacities over a single
 ber, based on the use of this DWDM technology. To cope with this demand, it is
likely that the next generation of Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) systems
will use a 40 Gbit/s or higher bit rate [1, 2]. DWDM is a technology that uses multiple
wavelengths to transport a large number of individual channels, typically at bit rates of
2.5 Gbits/sec or higher. Over the next few years, advances in  ber, ampli ers, and other
components will see the emergence of channel counts as high as 1000 per  ber offering
 ber capacities close to 40 Tbits/sec per  ber over a spectral range from 1240 nm to
1640 nm. But major limitations in the development of these futuristic DWDM systems
are signal degradation due to chromatic dispersion and nonlinear effects such as Self
Phase Modulation (SPM), Cross Phase Modulation (XPM), Four Wave Mixing (FWM),
Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS), and Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS). Each
nonlinearity manifests itself in a speci c way. However, by cleverly designing the system,
the effects of nonlinearities can be minimized. SBS can be avoided by broadening the
carrier component of the signal. SPM degrades the systems with dispersive  bers. The
effects of SPM and XPM can be reduced by appropriate use of dispersion shifted  bers.
Degradations caused by XPM and FWM are reduced by the effects of dispersion. SRS,
however, affects all WDM systems at 1.55 ¹m.
Further, EDFAs are used as line ampli ers to extend the system span. At the receiver
end, the individual channels are demultiplexed and routed to individual receivers. Typically system spans of 600–700 km are currently possible using optical line ampli ers
only. Beyond this distance full “3R” electronic regeneration is required. The channel
spacing and wavelengths are de ned by the ITU-T standards body. Channel spacing
generally ranges from 1.6 nm (200 GHz) to 0.4 nm (50 GHz). The industry is moving toward wider wavelength ranges with narrower channel spacing down to 0.2 nm (25
GHz) and below. Products with higher channel counts, utilizing the L-band are becoming
increasingly available.
In mid-2000, two experimental laboratory systems using this channel rate demonstrated that a total throughput of 3 Tbit/s [3] could be achieved by making use of the
C and L bands with Erbium-Doped Fiber Ampli ers (EDFA). At the European Conference on Optical Communication (ECOC) in September 2000, even higher capacities
were reported using the 40 Gbit/s channel bit rate. A team from NEC [4] used polarization division multiplexing to reach 6.4 Tbit/s over 186 km of  ber, while a team from
Siemens [5] achieved 7 Tbit/s over a more limited 50 km using bidirectional transmission.
However, the Alcatel contribution to ECOC 2000 [6] reported the largest ever capacity
and distance product at 40 Gbit/s [7]. Moving from a 10 Gbit/s channel rate to a 40
Gbit/s channel rate in WDM systems is expected to offer cost bene ts, not only because
only one quarter the number of channels is required to provide the same capacity, but
also because it makes optical network management easier [8–10]. However, a greater
advantage is that operation at 40 Gbit/s makes it possible to achieve higher throughput s
than at 10 Gbit/s.
In today’s most advanced 10 Gbit/s DWDM systems, channels are spaced every
50 GHz. In such systems, the amount of information per unit optical bandwidth, also
known as the spectral ef ciency, corresponds to h D 0.2 bit/s/Hz, where h D bit rate/
spectral spacing of the optical channels. However, 10 Gbit/s DWDM system using a
25 GHz channel spacing are now being considered to realize a spectral ef ciency of
0.4 bit/s/Hz. With respect to such systems, moving from the 10 Gbit/s channel rate to
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40 Gbit/s is bene cial in terms of total capacity only if, at the same time, the channel
spacing is less than 100 GHz, so that the ef ciency h is increased beyond 0.4 bit/s/Hz.
In this article, we realize systems with spectral ef ciency approaching 0.4 bit/s/Hz.
The most common optical parameters for DWDM systems include channel center
wavelength, channel spacing, per channel power level, number of channels, dispersion,
length of  ber and signal-to-noise ratio [11]. The ITU-T speci es the emission wavelengths to be used in DWDM systems. This article reports results of simulations up to
128 WDM channels. Different simulation setups have been taken by choosing different
parameters to compile different comparison results. The simulated bit rate is 10 Gbit/s
through 128 simulated bits. The lowest channel frequency is 193.1 THz. The channel
spacing has been maintained from 3.6 nm to 0.2 nm. The transmitter has been chosen
to be externally modulated at 10 Gb/s with a CW Lorentzian laser with 0 dBm launch
power and 10 MHz line width. The driver is NRZ rectangular with Elbassels  lter and
ideal multiplexer. The gain and noise  gure of EDFA is 10 dB and 4.5 dB, respectively.
The multiplexers and demultiplexers are assumed to be ideal. The receiver is a sensitivity
receiver with an optical Gaussian optical  lter and an avalanche photodetector (APD).
The SNR per channel is measured at the output of the last channel. The bit error rate
assumed is 10¡12 unless stated (last two simulations). All  ber nonlinear, birefringence,
and polarization mode dispersion
p effects are considered in the simulations. The PMD
coef cient of the  ber is 0.1 ps/ km.

Results and Discussions
The simulation results for DWDM systems with an ultra-high capacity up to 1.28 Tbit/s
and spectral ef ciency approaching 0.4 bit/s/Hz are presented. The calculation of the
propagation in the optical  bers is performed by a standard split-step algorithm with
adaptive step-size [12]. The impact of SNR on parameters such as channel spacing, length
of  ber, dispersion, and number of channels is investigated. Through our simulation
results, we plot SNR for channel spacing, number of channels, length of  ber, and
dispersion. In the  rst simulation, the total transmission capacity of 1.28 Tbit/s is achieved
over  ve spans of dispersion shifted  bers (5 ´ 50 km) with loss 0.2 dB/km and zero
dispersion wavelength of 1.55 ¹m. The dispersion slope and nonlinear coef cient of
Dispersion Shifted Fiber (DSF) is 0.06 ps/nm2 /km and 2.6 W¡1 km¡1 . Five EDFA
ampli ers with a gain of 10 dB are placed at the beginning of each span to amplify
the signals in each span. Figure 1 shows the SNR plotted against channel spacing for
different channels. It is seen that as the channel spacing is increased, the signal-to-noise
ratio increases and the performance becomes better. This is because of the fact that as the
wavelength spacing is decreased, the wavelengths tend to overlap each other causing more
dominance of Cross Phase Modulation (XPM) effects caused by the optical Kerr effect
resulting in more bit error rate. It is observed that the increase is linear up to wavelength
spacing of 0.9 nm, indicating that the signal-to-noise ratio improves considerably with
increase in wavelength spacing. After 0.9 nm, the slope decreases and SNR becomes
maximum at 1.2 nm. We conclude that if the channel spacing is suf ciently large so
that the wavelengths do not interfere, the performance becomes optimum and no further
improvement is observed. After this optimum performance, SNR reduces to a steady value
at 3.6 nm and becomes independent of the channels at still larger wavelength spacing.
With an increase in number of channels, the SNR decreases but it is observed that almost
the same steady value is reached for all the channels at larger wavelength spacing. The
decrease in the SNR after the optimum value can be explained by the SRS effect that
transfers power from shorter to longer wavelength channels. The power lost can degrade
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Figure 1. Signal-to-noise ratio plotted against channel spacing for different channels; launched
power D 1 mW,  ve span DSF of length 50 km with EDFA in the beginning of the span.

the signal-to-noise ratio. So for a given system, there is an optimum wavelength spacing
by which the XPM and SRS effects are minimized. Also if the channel spacing is less
than 0.2 nm, the performance is not as good. As the channels increase from 8 to 128, the
SNR decreases approximately by 4.3 dB at this channel spacing. Further narrow channel
spacing puts more constraints on the DWDM devices.
Keeping all parameters in the simulation setup and taking 32 channels with channel
spacing of 0.4 nm, the dependence of SNR on the transmission distance is shown in
Figure 2. It is observed that the SNR decreases as the transmission distance is increased.
Again if the wavelength spacing is decreased, the signal-to-noise ratio decreases. This is
because of the nonlinear effects induced by EDFA ampli ers. However, if the power over
the length is kept constant and at low levels, the signal-to-noise ratio will improve over
distances. This is possible if the  ber span length is small and the number of ampli ers
is greater.
To observe dependence of SNR on dispersion of the  ber, we take another simulation
setup and replace the special  ber whose dispersion is varied. Five spans of this  ber
(5 ´ 50 D 250 km) are compensated by Bragg’s grating for dispersion compensation at
each span. The nonlinear coef cient of the  ber is 1.8 W¡1 km¡1 . Five EDFAs with a gain
of 10 dB each are positioned at the beginning of the span and are used to amplify signals.
The channel spacing chosen for this simulation is 0.4 nm and dispersion is varied in steps.
The dependence of SNR on dispersion of the  ber is shown in Figure 3. It is observed
that as the dispersion is increased, the system performance increases. In Figure 3, as the
dispersion is varied from 2 to 3 ps/nm/km, the system performance improves signi cantly.
But as the dispersion increases beyond 3 ps/nm/km, the slope decreases and later on
becomes almost zero, indicating no further improvement. This can be explained by the
fact that nonlinearities like FWM can be signi cantly reduced on increasing dispersion.
Now if the number of channels is increased, the system performance deteriorates. As is
clear from Figure 3, it degrades by 6 dB in the steady state as the number of channels
increase from 8 to 128 at a dispersion of 10 ps/nm/km.
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Figure 2. Signal-to-noise ratio plotted against distance for different channel spacing; launched
power D 1 mW,  ve span DSF of length 50 km with EDFA in the beginning of the span; number
of channels D 32.

Figure 3. Signal-to-noise ratio plotted against dispersion for different channels; launched power D
1 mW,  ve spans of  ber of length 50 km each with EDFA in the beginning of the span, channel
spacing D 0.4 nm.
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Figure 4. Received power plotted against distance for different channels of dispersion shifted  ber
single span with length 100 km; launched power D 1 mW, channel spacing D 0.4 nm.

Figure 5. Bit error rate ratio plotted against received power for different channel spacing in dispersion shifted  ber with length 100 km; launched power D 1 mW,  ve span DSF of length 50 km
with EDFA in the beginning of the span, number of channels D 32.
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To study variance of received power over  ber length, let us take another simulation
setup. Here, only a single span of anomalous dispersion shifted  ber 100 km long is
taken. No BER is speci ed for this simulation. The parameters of DSF are the same as
that of the  rst simulation. There is EDFA before the span only, i.e., there is no EDFA
after the span. The power meter is used to measure the received power. Figure 4 shows the
received power as a function of distance. It is apparent that the received power decreases
with distance and, further, the number of channels have no impact on the received power.
Now, in order to see the performance of multispan dispersion shifted  bers, we
increase the number of spans to  ve each with a length of 50 km. Five EDFAs with gain
of 10 dB are again placed at the beginning of the span. The number of channels is 32.
The power meter and BER meter at the output measure the received power and bit error
rate. For this received power, the bit error rate is shown in Figure 5. It is seen that as
the received power is increased, the bit error rate decreases. Again, with decrease in the
wavelength spacing, the bit error rate increases. The results agree with the experimental
results reported in [13, 14]. In [13], 8 channels at 20 Gb/s with six 50-km spans were
transmitted and bit error was plotted against received power. Similarly, bidirectional
DWDM transmission [14] using the beat-frequency locking method was demonstrated at
10 Gb/s and 0.4 nm channel spacing and bit error rate was measured. These experimental
results validate our simulation results.

Conclusions
We have presented results for DWDM systems with an ultra-high capacity up to 1.28
Tbit/s and spectral ef ciency approaching 0.4 bit/s/Hz. The impact of signal-to-noise ratio
on parameters like channel spacing, length of  ber, dispersion, and number of channels
has been investigated. It is seen that as the channel spacing is increased, the signal-tonoise ratio increases and the performance becomes better. This is because of the fact that
as wavelength spacing is decreased, the wavelengths tend to overlap each other, causing
a dominance of XPM effects caused by the optical kerr effect resulting in more crosstalk.
The SNR increases to a maximum value as the channel spacing is increased. With further
increase, the SNR reduces to a steady value and no further change is observed. The
decrease in the system performance can be explained by the SRS effect, which transfers
power from shorter to longer wavelength channels. The power lost can degrade the signalto-noise ratio. So for a given system, there is optimum wavelength spacing where the
XPM and SRS effects are minimized. With an increase in number of channels, the SNR
decreases. It becomes independent of the channels if channel spacing is very large. The
dependence of signal-to-noise ratio on the length of a  ber is further investigated. It is
observed that the signal-to-noise ratio decreases as the transmission distance is increased.
This is because of the nonlinear effects induced by EDRA ampli ers. However, if the
power over the length is kept constant and at low levels, the signal-to-noise ratio will
improve over distances. This is possible if the  ber span length is small and number of
ampli ers is greater. The dependence of SNR on dispersion is next investigated. It is found
that as the dispersion is increased the system performance increases. For initial changes in
the dispersion values, the signal-to-noise ratio increases more rapidly but later it becomes
steady. This is because nonlinearities like FWM can be signi cantly reduced on increased
dispersion. If the number of channels is increased, the system performance decreases.
Again, if the wavelength spacing is decreased, the signal-to-noise ratio decreases. The
received power as a function of distance for single-span anomalous dispersion shifted
 ber shows that the received power decreases with distance and, further, that the number
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of channels has no impact on the received power. As the received power is increased,
the bit error rate decreases. Again with decrease in the wavelength spacing, the bit
error rate increases. The experimental results reported [13, 14] validate our simulation
results.
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